CAGE 33ES4

Generic Foam Tip and
Argonaut® Communication Earplug
•• Generic foam tips for the Argonaut® Communication
Earplug (ACE) come in two different sizes: standard
and slim
• Standard foam tips fit most individuals
• If experiencing discomfort while using the
standard foam tip, switch to the slim foam tip
• Individuals with relatively small ear canals
should use the slim foam tip
•• The tip of the ACE is threaded and matches the
threads of the foam tip
•• Carefully thread the foam tip on the ACE until the
foam touches the black housing
•• Grip the housing and the foam tip and tighten an
additional ¼ turn – Do not over tighten
•• This method ensures that flanking sound paths are
minimized

User Instructions
•• Using your thumb and index finger, roll the foam tip
into narrowest possible crease-free cylinder
•• Reach over your head with free hand, pull your
ear up and back, and before it expands, insert the
compressed foam tip into the ear canal
•• Ensure that the foam tip is deeply seated in the ear
canal and hold to allow for expansion, such that it
cannot be easily seen by those around you when fully
inserted
•• Position the cable in the preferred position (over the
ear vs. straight down)
•• Fit the other ear in the same manner
P/N

NSN

05‐016017 4220016099415
05-016024 4220016143872
05-016023 4220016143873

Part Description
Argonaut® Comm.
Earplug
100 Pair Box
Standard Tips
100 Pair Box
Slim Tips

Low Profile Custom
Communication Eartip (LPCCE)
and Argonaut®
Communication Earplug
Apply pressure to the back of the black housing while
inserting the threaded end into the LPCCE until it will go
no further.

User Instructions

Left Indicator

Right Indicator

•• Lubricate earplugs with water or Aegisound Ear Gel
along the earplug canal, if preferred
•• Gently insert the tip of the earplug into ear canal
ensuring that the “R” (right ear) or “L” (left ear)
indicator is located at the bottom of the ear canal,
facing downward
•• Reach over your head with free hand, pull your ear
up and back, and push the ear plug in until it is
fully seated in the canal. There should be no gaps
between the earplug and the perimeter of the ear
canal, as shown below
•• Orient cable direction as desired (see below)
•• Fit the other ear in the same manner

How to Order
Orders can be processed individually or for a group.
To place an order call: 1-603-657-1200.
For more information, call or visit our website at:
www.gentexcorp.com
P/N

NSN

05‐016017 4220016099415
05‐016020

Part Description
Argonaut® Comm.
Earplug
LPCCE

The cable can be oriented in either of two ways:
Over The Ear

Straight Down
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